Expanded Problems
(1) What language(s)
does this problem
involve?

(2) Background Information
Tallinn is the capital of Estonia, where about 1 million people speak
Estonian, a non-Indo-European language closely related to Finnish.

Estonian

What is the aim of this
problem?
To work out how the Estonian
system for telling the time
works.

(3) The problem
The following expressions show how to tell the time in Estonian:

Kell on üks 'It's 1:00'

Pool neli '3:30'

Kell on kaks 'It's 2:00'

Veerand kaks '1:15'

Kolmveerand üksteist '10:45' Viis minutit üks läbi '1:05'

Here are some numbers in English and Estonian:
6 kuus 7 seitse 8 kaheksa 9 üheksa 10 kümme
Q1.1. Translate the following times into Estonian:
(a) 8:45
(b) 4:15
(c) 11:30
(d) 7:05
(e) 12:30
Q1.2 Translate the following Estonian words into digital times:
(a)
Kakskümmend viis minutit üheksa läbi
(b)
Veerand neli
(c)
Pool kolm
(d)
Kolmveerand kaksteist
(e) Kolmkümmend viis minutit kuus läbi

4) Solutions and mark-scheme
Assigning points:
• 2 points per correct answer.
• 1 point with one error.
• ignore trivial miscopying e.g. veerland, uks
1.1. a. kolmveerand üheksa
d. viis minutit seitse läbi
1.2. a 9:25
d. 11:45

b. veerand viis
e. pool üks
b. 3:15
e. 6:35

c. pool kaksteist
c. 2:30 [or 14:30]

5) Commentary
Exploring the system
One suggestion - as is often the case with linguistics puzzles - is to start by spotting common patterns across the data
you are given

Kell on üks 'It's 1:00'
Kell on kaks 'It's 2:00'

Working through the clocks, the first thing you notice is that kell on üks and kell on kaks differ only in
what must be the hour hand – signifying one (üks) and two (kaks). Thus, we can start to build our Estonian
‘dictionary’.
Now look at clock number 3, where we are introduced to a new word, veerand.
Veerand kaks '1:15'

Clock 3, then, tells us two interesting things: that veerand is related to ‘15 minutes
past’ or ‘45 minutes to’. Because we know that kaks is two we can infer that
Estonian works by saying ‘45 minutes to’, as opposed to ’15 minutes past’, which
we are used to in English. Another phrase added to our dictionary.
Remember that languages code the same message in very different
ways. Be prepared to be logical and systematic when solving
linguistics puzzles – but also keep an open mind and be prepared to
think what if?

Now we’ve worked out something
significant about how Estonian works,

let’s try and solve one of the questions.
(a) asks for 8.45 – the useful clock to use here is number 5: kolmveerand
üksteist. We already know veerand, so it makes sense that kolmveerand is
‘15 minutes to’. Nine is given (üheksa), so (a) must be kolmveerand
üheksa. First problem solved!

We can now solve (b) then: the only thing we need is ‘five’ – intuition
suggests this must be viis in clock number 6, due to the relative similarity in
pronunciation (just as minutit sounds like minute).
Notice how this isn’t ‘55 minutes to’, unlike the rule for ’15 and 45 minutes
to’. Only significant times follow this pattern – 15, 30 and 45, which gives

veerand viis.
For question (c), ‘half-past’ (or ‘half-to’) is given in clock number 4. The word order of Estonian appears
to be that the modifier (a word or phrase that changes the meaning of another word or phrase) comes
before the number, so neli must be three and pool must be ‘half-to’.
Pool = half-to
Neli = three
You might even introduce the notion of syntax here to
your students: the ordering of words in a sentence.

The element we are missing then, is the number twelve. This is perhaps the most
difficult section of the puzzle, but interesting in that it tells us something more about
how Estonian works.
In many languages, numbers beyond 10 are constructed by doing something like modifier+[required
number]. This appears to be the case for Estonian – look at how 11 is constructed: üks + teist. We know
üks is one, which would leave teist as the modifier – therefore twelve must follow the same rule – kaks +
teist to give kaksteist, leaving pool kaksteist as the answer.
Question (d) can be solved by simply adapting the time given in clock six:
the only number you need to replace is given in the data, seitse, and putting
this in place of üks (which we earlier learnt was one) gives viis minutit seitse
läbi.

For question (e), we know from previous questions that the answer must be pool üks.

6) Taking it further
Time expressions vary from language to language. Some only allow for additive expressions that resemble
digital time formats, such as in Mandarin:
liù diăn wŭ-shí wŭ
six hour fif-ty five
Whereas other languages (such as Estonian and English) allow for subtractive expressions such as ten to
eight or fraction words such as quarter to or half past. Is the spread of digital clocks having an influence
on these forms ‘dying out’? Perhaps, as has been suggested by Wohlgemuth and Köpl (2005).
Think about this yourself: which form are you more likely to find yourself saying ‘six-thirty’ or ‘half-past
six’? And do you think your choice is a result of the relative ubiquity of digital-times around the world, or
is it something else – context, perhaps?
One note of interest when thinking about this is that the ‘orientation point’ (full hour, quarter-past, halfpast, quarter-to etc.) and the smallest unit in the time expressions seem to have the overall influence. ‘Two
minutes to half-past six’ sounds strange, so we would choose ‘five twenty-eight’ instead. Consider:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

5:20
5:28
5:30
5:32

five twenty
five twenty-eight
five thirty
five thirty-two

twenty-past five
two minutes to half-past six*
half-past five
two minutes past half-past six*

(5)

5:35

five-thirty five

twenty-five to six

Thus, in English, any minute that is divisible by 5 allows for subtractive expressions whereas any minute
that lies in-between is given a slightly different treatment.
Following on from this, Wett (2014) proposes a set of 10 language universals when it comes to telling the
time (via http://dlc.hypotheses.org/698) with some illuminating examples from languages across the
world.
The following websites have some further information about time expressions:
http://omniglot.com/language/time/index.htm
http://dlc.hypotheses.org/698

